The Joint Theater Level Simulation (JTLS) is a hex based simulation modeling joint and combined forces. Its focus is the theater level of operations. Ground units are typically battalion or brigade sized units whle individual aircraft and ships are modeled. JTLS was originally designed as a conflict model for course of action analysis work. Over the past few years it has undergone numerous, significant enhancements. This paper introduces JTLS' current capabilities and suggests possible uses for missions associated with MOOTW, including peacemaking and peace enforcement operations, These include, but are not limited to, airspace control, Lines of Communication &OC) protection (lana air, and, sea), Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO), blockades, and nation buildmg.
JTLS OVERVIEW
The focus of JTLS is theater level conflict. Its automated features and consolidated and aggregated reports are targeted towards a Joint Task Force (JTF) commander, and his staff, level of training audience. O r i m y designed and written as an analysis tool, JTLS has evolved into a robust training exercise driver with application in course of action analyss.
Recent major changes have marked the development of JTLS. The most signifcant of these are its change from a traditional two-sided, to a multi-sided model with a database definable number of sides fiom two to ten. Also significant has been its move to an open system (POSIX) environment, and the addition of a point and click graphical user interface using the Graphical Input Aggregate Control (GIAC) system. These changes have been made while retaining its robust air, ground, naval, intelligence and logistics capabilities.
The combination of its legacy joint capabilities and its new, multi-sided coalition functions have greatly enhanced its utility not only for traditional conflict scenarios, but across a greater spectrum of conflict, reaching s i m c a n t l y into Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW). It is a constructive simulation using Lanchestrian attrition for ground combat and stochastic processes for individual weapons employed from specific platforms (i.e., aircraft munitions, explicit artillery fire, surface-to-air missiles, etc.). Its large 2,000 nautical mile (NMJ by 2,000 NM play box, allows large force employment and intra-theater logistical operations.
The 2,000 NM by 2,000 NM limit is a nominal constraint in deference to the overlay of its hex terrain board on a lambert conformal map projection. Sizes greater than this lead to undesirable and misleading distortions.
The simulation employs joint forces consisting of aggregated ground units, typically battalion sized, individual aircrafl and ships, and Special Operation Forces (SOF) units. 
JTLS USE IN MOOTW
MOOTW entails a wide spectrum of operations. The UJTL provides a methodology for crosswalking strategic level tasks from operational through tactical The join% combined and, coalition functionality within JTLS support a broad range of operational and tactical tasks implicit within these strategic level considerations. The multi-national nature of MOOTW may be exercised using the multi-sided capabilities within the simulation. The dBiculties and benefits inherent in coahtion operations are appropriately penahzed and rewarded in a realistic fashion. Synergistic effects of intebgence s h g , cross-side logisbcal suppofi multi-sided (multi-national) air, ground and sea operations become evident. Likewise, the effects of hgmented, piecemeal operations which may occur as coalitions breakdown, are e q d l y obvious.
Most often coalition partners wdl consist of separate coun~es spealang separate languages. Multiple languages, and their inherent barriers, present a constant challenge for JTF commanders and staffs. The simulation's multi-lingual capability, specifiable at the workstation level, can help accentuate those challenges which are typically associated with multi-national coordination activities.
These broad, strategic level considerations may be crosswalked down to operational level tasks. For the sake of brevity, I have selected a few (see Table 3 ) to further illustrate MOOTW applications for JTLS. The next section discusses each in turn.
Plan and Execute Show of Force
The fundamental, combat oriented, ori@ design nature of the simulation facilitates this particular task. For example, carrier battle groups may be deployed to conduct ~f d naval, air and amphibious exercises within theater. Solidarity between fiiendly sides can be demonstrated via Future model improvements will include gathering intelligence from prisoners, ability to construct physical barriers, and simulating the psychological impact of taking prisoners. These would include such things as the effects of mass surrender, defection, etc. Air operations, including AWACS missions, large, multisided mission packages and, surgical strikes against theater operational targets can be conducted to demonstrate resolve and deter conflict. Table 4 shows an example probability of identitication matrix for a three sided scenario.
Provide

Plan and Execute Blockade
In this case, side 1 has an 85% probability of properly i d e n w g its own aircraft and a 15% probability of miss identification spread across the other three possible states. 
SUMMARY
The full range of possible applications for JTLS in MOOTW are quite large. They have only been touched upon here. Its' multi-sided flexible archtecture allows for hestigatjng many of the challenges involved with coalition operations. As user demand for MOOTW capabilities within constructive simulations increase, more functionality specifically aimed to support these demands will be included in JTLS.
